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•COLLEGE SENATE MEETING•

Official Abridged Minutes
February 10, 2017

CALL TO ORDER: Senator McMillan called the meeting to order at 3:03 p.m.
ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA: Senator McMillan presented the agenda, then asked for a motion to adopt
the amended agenda. Senator Ettestad moved and Senator Loehr seconded. The Senate agenda was
approved.
PRESENTATION OF THE MINUTES: Senator McMillan presented the minutes of December 9, 2016.
The minutes of 12.9.16 were accepted without modification.
REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT
Provost Perreault briefed the Senate on recent campus and SUNY activities
o January meeting of faculty - Recruitment, retention, and effectiveness were the themes for the
meeting. Provost’s office is summarizing these ideas and will hold another meeting in August to
discuss where the campus is on these initiatives. There will be things we can’t do but we’ll
explain why if we can’t.
o COACHE survey – is coming that asks about faculty satisfaction. SUNY is paying, we will get
disaggregated data from Coach and we’ll be able to compare selves with peer institutions.
Vice President Levine updated us on the budget.
o Executive State budget should come out around April 1. Current state operating budget has no
change in state support to SUNY, no additions, no dollars to cover the negotiated salary
increases. No rational tuition increase. Provides a continuation of the Performance fund ($18
million) to SUNY that Buffalo State doesn’t necessarily see. Tuition free plan – state says will
cost $163 million and will only cover “last dollar” amounts. Four years only, fifteen credits a
term, combined AGI of 100,000 for first year. Previous BAs/BSs will not qualify.
o Buffalo State budget – we have a 4.7 million deficit with a structural deficit of 3.3 million. Next
year negotiated increases will cost 2.6 million. Projected enrollment is a reduction in 200-400
students, leading to ~8 million deficit for next year. SUNY-wide decreases in EOP support,
small business development support, and graduate diversity fellowship support. Capital budget
much better, 550 million in funding, increase of 350 million. Five year capital plan, allows us to
start planning better. Funding is limited to critical maintenance, no new buildings. 153 million
comes directly to campus, the rest controlled by SUNY because they feel Central SUNY should
be making decisions about what is best across SUNY. Renovation of steam plant, Upton Hall
are in our sights for renovation. Governor included procurement flexibility but with SUNY Poly
the Senate and Assembly might not be too pleasant. Inspector general role expanded to things
like Research or Alumni foundations. Start Up NY also changing to Excelsior Business
program, supposed to simplify for businesses but it is changing program to focus on startup
companies. 55 million to Empire State Development, for performance fund, 150 million to
Regional Economic Development, 300 million for Life Sciences initiative, and plan to establish
NY Dream Act. VP Levine encourages any new ideas – send to him at
VPFM@buffalostate.edu.
o Senator Potts asked a SAMC status question. VP Levine: completed first 2 phases, last phase
was bid 2 million over budget. With this program we got strategic initiative money and have to
use it so we have no flexibility to use other money. Looking to contract out demolition in fall
2017 and during that time we will work with consultant, provost, dean, faculty to redo plan for
the project, we have to shrink the building to get it within budget. Programming done ten years
ago, our needs have probably changed anyway.
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o Senator McMillan asked for date of completion.
VP Levine originally July 2018, now we don’t know.
o Senator Goodman asked what percent of our student already get free tuition.
VP Levine said SUNY estimated one third would qualify for Excelsior, we think more like 12
percent. It isn’t a huge impact.
Senator Goodman asked about the TAP gap, keep raising tuition.
VP Levine said, yes, every time tuition raised we have liability that continues to grow.
REMARKS OF THE CHAIR
Senator McMillan mentioned that Senate Secretary Vince Masci had lost his mother to an unexpected illness.
The Senate sent flowers and had a card to sign for him.
Senator McMillan introduced two new Graduate Student Senators Justine Jacobi and Monique Owens.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Academic Plan Committee (APC)-Jason Grinnell, Chair
Institutional Learning Outcomes (formerly ACLO) Proposal
Senator Grinnell: Following is the draft of the Institutional Learning Outcomes being considered.
Urban and Civic Engagement: ‘graduates will interact effectively in productively and urban environments and
possess the skills to be wise productive and responsible citizens of a sustainable community’.
Scholarship: ‘graduates will produce complex and intellectually challenging work, and demonstrate their
intellectual and technological skills essential to their children disciplines. They will possess content knowledge
sufficient to pose and frame discipline specific problems and issues and analyze them quantitatively and
qualitatively.’
Ethical Reasoning: ‘graduates will deliberate ethical values and principles and apply them in ambiguous
complex and controversial contexts. They'll be conscientious persons, students, and professionals.’
Cultural Fluency: ‘graduates will be aware of how ideas are shaped by cultures and social norms and be able
to engage with ideas different from more in conflict with their own students will be aware of cultural societal and
institutional factors influencing assumptions prejudices and privileges.’
Comments were invited through the Senate forum. Several comments had been added to the Forum.
Senator Grinnell: Said there were some fix-it comments, those will be easy, but the substantive comments
related to the word “urban” some people found them exclusionary or too narrow. We could fix the grammar
issues, change urban to civic.
Senator Knowles: Asked if we would remove urban.
Senator Potts: Said shared document is not the same as what is on comment forum.
Senator Knowles: Which is the newer one? And she assumes that the projected image is the newer one?
Senator Grinnell: Yes, I tried to include changes suggested after December meeting.
Senator Potts: How would comments be incorporated?
Senator Grinnell: The Academic Plan Committee would discuss in committee next Friday.
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Senator McMillan: Pointed out that urban is not the only place we work, but it does represent the campus
vision of urban engaged campus.
Senator Potts: Said urban engagement is number one learning outcome, no other environments mentioned,
that’s the concern.
Provost Perreault: I understand the concern, maybe put “especially” in urban environments? Trying to get at
what makes Buffalo State distinct. Not meant to be exclusionary. Celebration of urban environment, maybe?
Senator Grinnell: I will take this back to the committee. Doesn’t want to make these vacuous. We need to
have these outcomes because strategic plan, etcetera calls for them. These are meant to define us. Just as
when we write a syllabus, a professor is free to cover things not in the syllabus. Senator Grinnell looking for
the will of the body.
Senator McMillan: What words should we use?
Senator Knowles: In favor of urban, we are in the city and we are the only one, we should emphasize that to
help enrollment.
Senator Goodman: Thanks for all the work, of the four different categories, which do you think are distinctive
to Buffalo State?
Senator Grinnell: Some are boilerplate, but of course we are going to do scholarship and creativity—still, it is
supposed to be distinctive. Three (ethical reasoning) unique for being stand-alone, four common as well—so it
is one (urban engagement) that makes us distinct.
Senator Kline: Suggested under urban engagement, “and possess the strength to be wise productive…”
Senator Stewart: Doesn’t understand the pushback on urban, we are in the city and we shouldn’t run away
from that. Is it Blackness that is upsetting colleagues? Vehemently in favor of urban.
Senator Reid: My reaction is not so much that we have a focus on it, just that it might be read as we don’t
have an interest in rural—the concern is not the focus on urban, it’s that rural people might see this as we don’t
want them, anti-diversity statement.
Senator Nikischer: Asked vision for graduate studies, many are online and don’t live in urban communities.
Provost Perreault: No, Middle States doesn’t care.
Senator Santa-Maria: Why are there nothing about technology in them?
Senator Grinnell pointed it out (via projection) and she was happy.
Senator Ederer: Didn’t early versions say urban and civic? Why was that pulled?
Senator Grinnell: Not sure. This is in keeping with the strategic plan.
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Senator Owens: Why not graduate students?
Provost Perreault: Because they do not take general education. No common thread in graduate education.
Senator Brickhouse: Could Carnegie Distinction for community engagement be used to bolster ‘urbanness’?
Urban and civic is also more inclusive, she’d prefer that.
Senator Potts: We engage with urban environment but not only urban. It’s exclusionary. I don’t find a home in
the outcome for urban environments.
Senator McMillan: All-College Learning Outcomes (ACLO) are to have all our graduates encountering these
things before they graduate. Not everyone will be doing all these things, but Gen Ed should address that we
are urban campus.
Senator Potts: We shouldn’t be told what we have to study and teach.
Provost Perreault: I don’t understand: do people think that every class contains these things? If so, that is a
mistake, we have to explain what these are for. It has nothing to do with “every class” it is about distinction of
our graduates. We would know a graduate came from Buffalo State because of this urban engagement. Four
years of education should focus on this, not every class. We have to do a better job of explaining these and
take it back to our faculties.
Senator Grinnell: Words can be vacuous, but we are in danger of making these learning outcomes empty.
Senator Grant: I am in full support of urban environment and helping students get engaged in that
environment. We’re here so we should work with our assets.
Senator Hunt: I am strongly in favor of keeping urban, although I like urban and civic engagement because of
the importance of also helping students become educated and engaged citizens. We are clearly an urban
institution, and that is a tremendous learning experience for students. Students who come to Buffalo State are
exposed to a range of people and environments that they would not get at other institutions. For example, I
used to teach at a university in Nebraska, and the experiences and perspectives students get from classroom
discussions here are clearly different. By exposing our students to this, we are giving them a valuable gift.
Regardless of where students intend to live and work after graduation, they benefit from the experience of
having studied in a diverse urban environment, and we should recognize that as an important outcome of a
Buffalo State education.
Senator DeWind is totally for urban engagement, overall spirit of being here. It’s what the institution is.
Senator McMillan: finished up by saying the Academic Plan Committee will make changes, we will send it out
and post it onto forum site so we can vote on it in March.
Senator Hunt: Asked for document up on the screen.
Senator Grinnell: The document are my notes, but I would be happy to send it. Urban can be put to a vote
next month if necessary.
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Senator Sherman asked if it could be on faculty portal and put it in the Daily.
Senator McMillan: It will be on the forum, faculty should be able to get to it.
Senator Sherman: Could we tell them the link?
Senator McMillan: We could put it on the Daily.
Senator Grant: How long has the document been in the works?
Senator Grinnell: Since May 2013, a Senate resolution called for them.
Senator McMillan: Pointed out that students can’t get on the forum, we will send them the information.
Budget and Staff Allocations Committee (BSAC)-Fred Floss, Chair
Jim Thor AVP and Comptroller came up to talk about broad-based fees for 2017-18. College fee,
transportation, technology, athletics and health are the major fees. Once we know the enrollment, we know
what we have to ask for. College fee entirely based on enrollment. Increase requested is 25 dollars.
Transportation, NFTA program on campus, only cost is what the contract calls for. Technology (undergrad and
grad) requires no personnel, so no benefits. Athletics and health require benefits for personnel. That makes for
challenges. SUNY expects that we will cap the fees, consult with students, most increases linked to benefits for
personnel. More students coming to forums. HEPI this year is 2%. Trying to keep fee increases reasonable
and necessary. Enrollment decline has meant difficulties, also fringe benefits going up (projected: for every
dollar of payroll, you’re paying an extra 61 cents in benefits), we have lack of accumulated reserves and there
is a SUNY cap on annual fee increase. Some students get waivers for health and technology. Technology
collections have gone down because they “gave” money to health and athletics because of struggles with
fringe rates. Technology and health fees are basically flat. Transportation has increased because of contract
with NFTA. Expenditures: Technology has been flat last couple of years. Health and Athletics trending slightly
higher, connected with fringe benefits, from about a million to about a million and a half altogether. Average
change in Fringe Benefit rate 4.21%, SUNY Cap is 2%. Financial plan calls for $25 increase, $8 for Athletics, 8
for health, 9 for technology, nothing for transportation.
Senator Sherman: With technology giving back that money, is that the year they got 0 for their fee?
AVP Thor: There is another chart for that, but no that is not the same year. We eliminated the administrative
fee overhead to keep closer to the cap, about $400,000. We have increased our fees 13.7% but it is better
than other comprehensive campuses.
Senator Potts: asked whether or not these divisions were budgeted within their means?
AVP Thor: They have stayed within the budget based on revenue estimate from enrollment.
Senator Potts: What fraction of athletics is spent on football?
Jerry Boyes could answer but he wouldn’t understand the budget that AVP Thor was proposing.
Senator Potts: How can that be justified based on the neurological implications?
Senator McMillan: Asked for an answer at the March meeting.
Senator Nikischer: Online students don’t pay a health fee so deficit may grow, is that waiver process going to
go away?
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AVP Thor: No, the waiver policy comes from SUNY.
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Senator Floss: Next month we will be talking about fee increases and voting. Transportation comes up for
renewal next year, we are going to have to do something if we are going to have rational fees. Move people
onto State Lines to free up fringe benefits. Downside is we have to use to state lines that would go to other
faculties. We originally did this to avoid retrenchment, but now we have to make changes. Along those lines,
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we need to look at long-term trends for enrollment. Hurts us in understanding parameters. There are structural
changes that we haven’t understood and yet we make recommendations. Long-term enrollments show two
recessions, we go up during recessions and then goes down again. Base year 2002 because we are going to
start looking at other campuses. Recession is the main factor of enrollment increases. From 2002, our trend is
down overall. This is true for the other comprehensive campuses as well, but they are not decreasing as much.
Partly this is because we are bigger than others. Universities are all up except Albany, and Binghamton is up
the most, more likely to be stealing our students than UB. Structural change Farmingdale has moved from
5,000 to 10,000 students, because SUNY made ag and tech sector a four year program. Farmingdale has a lot
of what we have except on Long Island. We can’t do anything about that. Female student population declining
more than males. Raising tuition, given the quality and income levels of our students, might be
counterproductive. Elasticity for us equals -.356 which falls within the national average. For every $100 we
raise tuition, we lose 57 students. From 2008-2016, rational tuition accounts for loss of 2,120 students.
Senator Reid: Male and female trends compared with other colleges, we are losing females at a faster rate.
Why is that?
Senator Floss: Because of education, partly, and partly it’s housing. Farmingdale and Long Island are taking
some of our students to stay home and save $10,000.
Bylaws and Elections Committee –Lynn Boorady, Chair
Announcement, elections coming up 2 At Large senators, 1 UFS senator. These nominations will start March
27th, and will be posted in Daily. We have an election for student members on agenda committee, Justine
Jacobi volunteered and was accepted.
College Senate Curriculum Committee (CSCC)-Karen Sands O’Connor, Chair
Announcement about KissFlow process for curriculum and programs.
Presents motion on DOPS policy for certificates for vote – Motion passed.
Motion to amend DOPS regarding Certificate Policy at Buffalo State
Whereas current policy in DOPS reflects only graduate certificates; and,
Whereas the College Senate adopted policy in May 2016 that recommended compliance with the SUNY certificate policy which covers
certificates at all levels of study; and
Whereas creating a duplicative local policy may lead to administrative inefficiency on campus and non-compliance with changes to
SUNY policy,
Therefore, the College Senate Curriculum Committee recommends that Buffalo State adopt changes to DOPS that reflect current
SUNY policy, as detailed below.

DIRECTORY OF POLICY STATEMENTS
Policy Number: IV:06:00

Date: July 1986
Updated November 2016

Subject: Proposals for SUNY Certificates
A SUNY certificate program is a specific cohesive set of courses designed to broaden and enhance career opportunities,
provide in-depth study in a discipline, or gain expertise in an area of multidisciplinary studies. The SUNY certificate
program may augment the coursework of an individual, supply a non-matriculated student with a certificate useful to
employment, or could conceivably serve as the initial step towards a baccalaureate or master’s degree. Certificates will
also be attractive as professional development experiences. The SUNY certificate program is made up of credit-bearing
courses and requires SUNY approval, distinguishing it from departmental certificates of completion.
Admission and Standards
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A student interested in selecting a SUNY certificate program would apply to and/or be a registered student at the college.
The student would then contact the unit coordinating the specific certificate program for advisement. Upon satisfactory
completion of all college and certificate course requirements, the coordinating unit would review and recommend action
to its academic dean. If the dean concurs, the president would issue a SUNY certificate of completion to that student.
Proposal
The format for preparation of a SUNY certificate proposal: may be found in form 2C on the SUNY Academic Program
Planning Website. All SUNY certificate proposals include:
1. General objectives of the certificate program.
2. Background of the certificate program genesis.
3. Need or rationale for the certificate program, including such information as the population of students to be
served, employment opportunities, impact on the community, etc.
4. Description of the certificate program, including curriculum and course requirements (core courses and
recommend electives).
5. Program assessment and curriculum map
6. New courses developed to support the certificate program,
7. Typical model (sequence of course offerings) of the certificate program.
8. Administration of the certificate program.
In most cases, certificate programs will be departmentally based and will be administered by departments. In
some cases, interdisciplinary units will be formed to develop and administer the certificate program. In the latter
case, similar circumstances exist for undergraduate academic minors.
9. Additional resource needs.
10. Certificate program relationship to other degree programs.
11. Evidence of support of the department and the dean.
Approval
A unit considering the development of a SUNY certificate program should consult the approved guidelines and develop a
proposal. That proposal would be reviewed and approved by the department, faculty, and dean. At that point the proposal
would be submitted to the College Senate Curriculum Committee for its review and approval, and then to the College
President, SUNY, and State Ed before the certificate may be offered.
Standards for Students (S4S)-Heather Maldonado, Chair
Appeals Process- Graduate and Undergraduate- (See Appendix A for motions)
Motions passed.
Introduced DOPS revisions for promotions and guidelines for documenting teaching effectiveness (see
Appendix B) advisement should be recognized and awarded in promotion process. Why advisement in
teaching rather than service? Currently it depends on the school, but NACADA puts it in teaching. At self-study
and recommendation and academic advisement implementation levels, this needs to be recognized as work
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for promotion. Training is recommended. Assessment of advisement will show up in advising implementation
plan. Intention of assessment piece of advisement is a formative rather than a punitive process, with the aim of
getting students advised.
Senator Ben-Merre: I know alumni can be positive members of the community, but will we be rewarded
based on how much money gets brought in by alumni. “Evaluate” in section four is concern.
Senator Maldonado: They will be asked what they are going to do, that’s all. Contributing members not
based on fundraising dollars but about engaged citizens.
Senator Potts: I am concerned about language, where we outline how a faculty member is promoted, what
sort of evidence someone would put forward.
Senator Maldonado: We tried to make advising pieces parallel to teaching pieces. It has been the intention to
these assessment plans will be department driven.
Senator Ettestad: Will everyone have this piece in their promotion packet?
Senator Maldonado: Yes if they have an advisement load.
Senator Ettestad: Will this affect someone right now?
Senator Maldonado: It will be for new hires.
Senator Nikischer: If there’s no advisement load?
Senator Maldonado: Neutral.
Senator Nikischer: Is it a survey?
Senator Maldonado: It’s department driven. NACADA has a robust set of advisement tools.
Senator Owen: Will training be optional?
Senator Maldonado: That will be the advisement implementation team, but hopefully will be so useful, that it
will be a good use of faculty time.
Senator Owens: So I wouldn’t have to take that training?
Senator Maldonado: No. There will be advising website but training is not linked to this policy.
Senator McMillan: We will be voting on this in April, please share any further comments with S4S.
NEW BUSINESS
The 175th Winter Plenary UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE Report will be put off until the March Senate
Meeting. It is posted now on the Senate’s website at: http://collegesenate.buffalostate.edu/university-facultysenate
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SPECIAL BUSINESS
Applied Learning Report (APPENDIX C): Stephanie Zuckerman-Aviles, Ann Emo, Amy McMillan.
Senator McMillan said we will be voting on a report to send to SUNY next month.
Stephanie: This has been a long journey, report is due in May on behalf of Provost. This is not going away,
SUNY loves it. Task force came up with definitions, we collected data on five criteria, now we are at feasibility
study, collaboration plan and graduation requirement. 58% campus said students do engage in Approved
Applied Learning activities. How should graduation requirement be implemented? As part of a departmental
requirement was the biggest, and capstone Chairs said 79% that AAL could be integrated as graduation
requirement, but would need the additional resources of financial support, personnel, time for development.
Provides many opportunities for students across the spectrum. A lot of people talked about “real-world”
experiences beyond the theory of the classroom. Challenges include faculty and staff resources and don’t want
to make this just a check-box requirements. Students concerned about time to completion, advisement and
finding placements. Given current resources, should AAL be added as a graduation requirement? 59% on
campus said yes, but with sufficient resources they said 83%. Chairs did not agree, only 29% said it should be
added. Because of the resource challenges especially, we are saying for right now that because of our
decentralized model, we made the decision not to include AAL activities as a grad requirement at this time.
Next SUNY requirement: Data collection of AAL courses for mandatory reporting. Campus needs to identify
and allocate resources, decide whether to centralize, come up with a formalized review process, develop and
revise curriculum, assess impact on students and the community, provide professional development, and
support current and future partnerships with community and on-campus partnerships.
Senator McMillan: Please send your questions, and we will be asking for a vote on report.
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UNFINISHED BUSINESS
There was no Unfinished Business.
NEW BUSINESS
There was no New Business.
CONSTITUENT QUESTIONS-(CQ’s)
VP Levine: North side of campus, Iroquois Drive reconstruction. Sidewalks and the lack of? Project and plan
for Iroquois Drive from Grant to Elmwood, we are starting the design in conjunction with DOT Scajaquada
Expressway, lighting, sidewalks, bike lanes will all be put in. Crosswalk will be put in over Scajaquada
Boulevard and bridge over creek. Ends in 2021. Entrance of I-37 lot and sidewalks from Iroquois to Parking
Lot, shouldn’t be a lot of traffic there, they should be going to front entrances. Parking lot access to SAMC,
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again, sidewalks should be added. All are included in plans, but dependent on construction projects (phase 3
of SAMC and middle two towers).
CIO Demers came up to answer question on electronic course evaluations. We have launched course
evaluations through Blackboard, looking at other solutions. Might we consider using incentives to increase
response rate? Yes, we can. CIO Demers has slides and if you want to know, please ask.
Senator Sherman: What is the timeline and budget for implementation?
CIO Demers: We are going through procurement and don’t know how long that will take, funding will be
derived from student tech fee.
Adjournment: 5:26 pm
APPENDICES
Appendix A
Reconsideration and Appeal Processes for Denial of Graduate Admission
New DOPS Policy – I:01:08 (proposed number)
Introduced at the December 2016 Senate Meeting
by the Standards for Students Committee
Whereas a DOPS policy statement outlining the appeal process for denial of graduate admission does not exist;
Whereas the Graduate Advisory Committee drafted a policy outlining an appeal process for applicants denied graduate admission
and referred it to the College Senate for review and action;
Whereas codifying an appeals process that notes the reasons applicants may appeal and the procedure that must be followed for
the appeal will assist the college in ensuring the equitable treatment of all applicants requesting an appeal of the decision to deny
admission to Buffalo State;
Therefore:
BE IT RESOLVED THAT Buffalo State College adopt the following policy outlining the appeals process for applicants denied graduate
admission:
Reconsideration and Appeal Processes for Denial of Graduate Admission
Applicants to graduate programs who have been denied admission should first contact the intended academic program or
department directly if they wish to inquire as to the basis for the original decision or to request reconsideration. A written
request for reconsideration must be received by the graduate program within 45 calendar days after the date of the notice
denying admission. Evaluating the admissibility of applicants to its program is solely the responsibility of the admitting
graduate program, and they will issue their reconsideration decision within 10 business days of receiving the
reconsideration request from the applicant.
Applicants who wish to appeal an admission denial, after they have requested reconsideration from the graduate program, may
submit a written appeal, which must include a statement of the basis for the appeal. The appeal is to be submitted to the dean of
the graduate school within 10 business days after the date of the reconsideration decision. Graduate admission appeals will be
considered in terms of fair implementation of Buffalo State and program admission policies and only if based upon appropriate
cause such as (a) procedural error or (b) judgments based upon criteria other than those specified by Buffalo State. Disagreements
over evaluation of academic quality or program fit will not be considered as an appropriate basis for such appeals. The dean of the
graduate school will review all relevant documentation submitted by the applicant and graduate program and, in consultation with
the dean of the academic school to which the applicant applied, will render a final admission decision. Every reasonable effort will
be made to transmit a decision to the applicant within 90 calendar days of the receipt of the student's initial written appeal to the
dean of the graduate school. In reporting the final decision of the dean of the graduate school to the applicant, dean of the
academic school, and graduate program, the basis of the decision will be included. If the final decision grants admission into the
graduate program, admission will be effective for the next semester unless the final decision is made prior to the end of the current
semester’s registration period.
Appeal Process for Denial of Undergraduate Admission
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New DOPS Policy – I:01:07 (proposed number)
Introduced at the December 2016 Senate Meeting
by the Standards for Students Committee
Whereas a DOPS policy statement outlining the appeal process for denial of undergraduate admission does not exist;
Whereas the Admissions Office drafted a policy outlining an appeal process for applicants denied undergraduate admission;
Whereas codifying an appeals process that notes the reasons applicants may appeal and the procedure that must be followed for
the appeal will assist the college in ensuring the equitable treatment of all applicants requesting an appeal of the decision to deny
admission to Buffalo State;
Therefore:
BE IT RESOLVED THAT Buffalo State College adopt the following policy outlining the appeals process for applicants denied
undergraduate admission:
Appeal Process for Denial of Undergraduate Admission
Undergraduate Admission appeals will be considered based on significant new information and/or fair implementation of
Buffalo State and academic program admission policies. A written appeal is to be submitted to the Director of
Undergraduate Admissions within 45 calendar days after the date of the notice denying admission.
The Director of Undergraduate Admissions or their designee will review all relevant documentation and make a final decision. Every
reasonable effort will be made to respond to the applicant within 10 business days of the receipt of the applicant's initial written
appeal for reconsideration. If the final decision grants acceptance, admission will be effective for the next semester unless the final
decision is made prior to the end of the current semester’s registration period.’

Appendix B
DOPS Revisions:
Policy Guidelines for Promotion & Guidelines for Documentation of Teaching Effectiveness
Introduced at the February 2017 Senate Meeting
by the Standards for Students Committee
Whereas the College Senate was charged by the Provost in 2015 to conduct a self-study on academic advisement using CAS
standards;
Whereas the completed self-study then lead the College Senate to be charged in 2016 to provide recommendations to improve the
quality of academic advisement at Buffalo State;
Whereas one of the recommendations presented to the Senate in 2016 to improve academic advisement was to “revise DOPS to
note the value and weight of quality academic advisement in the tenure and promotion process, as well as to place advisement in
either teaching or service for the tenure and promotion process” (Recommendations for Improving Academic Advisement at SUNY
Buffalo State, 2016, p. 4);
Whereas Standards for Students has reviewed all potentially relevant DOPS policies (i.e., VI: 04:00 - Procedures for Promotion of
Faculty; VI: 04:01 - Policy Guidelines for Promotion; VI:04:02 - Procedure for Promotion to Rank of Associate Professor; VI:04:03 Procedure for Promotion to Full Professor; VI:04:04 - Guidelines for Documentation of Teaching Effectiveness; and VI:04:05 Supplemental Policy on Scholarship Encompassing Applied Research and Scholarship of Teaching) and determined just two of those
policies need revision to fulfill the recommendation noted in the 2015-2016 academic advisement review.
Therefore:
BE IT RESOLVED THAT Buffalo State College amend DOPS VI: 04:01 - Policy Guidelines for Promotion) and VI:04:04 - Guidelines for
Documentation of Teaching Effectiveness as revised* in the attached document to create a campus-wide standard by which
effective academic advisement is assessed and valued in faculty members’ promotion process.
(*Revisions to current policy are highlighted in the text that follows.)
BUFFALO STATE COLLEGE DIRECTORY OF POLICY STATEMENTS
Policy Number: VI: 04:01
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Date: Update March 2016
Subject: Policy Guidelines for Promotion
The Faculty Handbook contains a section (pg. 9.1) on faculty ranks. It addresses in specific terms qualifications for appointments to
each of the regular academic ranks, qualified academic ranks and secondary appointments. This document is an elaboration of those
guidelines. Policy Guidelines for Promotion
General Statement
Three major promotion criteria are outlined in the Board of Trustees Policies:
1. Effectiveness in Teaching and Advising
2. Scholarly Ability
3. University and Public Service
Scholarly ability will be evaluated in the context of the approved departmental statement on research, scholarship, and creative
activity. The other two criteria, Mastery of Subject Matter and Continued Growth, are interrelated with the major criteria in the
forms of sustained contributions and demonstrated excellence.
Instructor
The rank of "instructor" should be used for a full-time academic appointment when a regular (i.e., not "qualified") appointment is
appropriate but the candidate is minimally short of the requirements for an assistant professor, i.e., absent of a finished terminal
degree or absent minimal experience in fields traditionally requiring a terminal master's degree plus experience prior to the assistant
professorship. The initial appointment may be for two years, but reappointment should normally be for not more than one year.
Initial appointments for those who are some years away from the terminal degree might better be made in a lecturer rank so that
the faculty member can have sufficient time after the terminal degree, but prior to the determination of continuing status, in which
to build scholarly credentials.
Promotion to Rank of Assistant Professor
Assistant professor is the normal beginning rank for a faculty member with a terminal degree or its equivalent and less than five
years' experience elsewhere. A person promoted to the rank has established himself or herself as being qualified in the
discipline/profession. In addition, there is the expectation that the person has the potential for achieving excellence in the
discipline/profession and for attaining the highest rank in the department. The "terminal degree" is a doctorate in most fields but
may be the master's in certain applied and studio fields. Some departments may require a doctorate for certain posts and less than a
doctorate for others, depending on the particular teaching and scholarly expectations.
I. Teaching and Advising - The person demonstrates knowledge of the discipline/profession, skills of pedagogy, including clear
and precise communication and methods of instruction, and interest in the educational achievements of students. The
person should provide the following evidence: syllabi which reflect the use of contemporary sources; a good
correlation of method, content, and student interest and need; student evaluation appropriate to the course objectives
and academic standards of the institution; and other appropriate indices of teaching effectiveness. The person applies
effective academic advising principles and communicates current SUNY, departmental, and college policies and
practices which help students navigate college processes, understand degree requirements, follow a meaningful path
from matriculation through graduation, and evaluate graduate and career options. The person should provide
evidence of effective advising from departmental advisement assessment data or other appropriate indices of effective
advisement.
II. Scholarship, Research, and Creative Activity - In the area of scholarship, research, and creative activity, competency is
demonstrated by completing successfully a doctoral dissertation or project that is required for the terminal degree. In
addition, there should be some indication from the individual that he or she will continue scholarly/creative work.
III. Public, University, and Professional Service - The person demonstrates a willingness to serve the department, college,
university, community, and discipline/profession by participating on departmental program and service committees,
and by involvement in community service activities and professional organizations.
Promotion to Rank of Associate Professor
Promotion to associate professor requires both a high and a consistent level of performance on all of the Trustees' Policies
criteria. Evaluation and recommendation for promotion to associate professor and for continuing appointment will normally
take place within the same cycle of departmental, faculty, and administrative considerations. Although the Trustees' Policies do
not permit continuing appointment being made contingent upon promotion to associate professor, or vice versa, a
recommendation for one substantially reinforces a recommendation for the other.
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Teaching - The person's teacher effectiveness dossier evidences continued excellence in the classroom in the rank of
assistant professor. This is to be done in the following ways:
a. By demonstrating that courses taught are in a continuous state of development and reflect extensive and current
resources.
b. By undertaking successfully new course assignments; by designing, developing, and successfully teaching new
courses not previously part of a department's offerings; and by participating successfully in the college-wide
instruction programs.
c. By providing whole-class student evaluations of teaching effectiveness in a variety of courses over a reasonable
period of time since appointment or promotion to the rank of assistant professor.
d. By confirmation of teaching excellence by departmental colleagues who are directly familiar with the person's
work.
e. By demonstrating consistent and successful involvement with independent studies, research projects, final major
student works, and/or theses.
f. By applying effective academic advising principles during timely meetings with students and by sharing current
SUNY, departmental, and college policies related to satisfactory academic progress toward graduation.
II. Scholarship, Research, and Creative Activity - The person has advanced significantly in the area of scholarship beyond the
level of assistant professor. This progress is demonstrated by providing the following evidence:
a. Scholarly/creative work or performance record beyond that demonstrated for the terminal degree. (There should
be evidence that the person promoted to the rank of associate professor has completed substantial work in new or
continuing investigations that demonstrate a cohesive line of thought in the discipline.)
b. Scholarship, creative works, and performance record (documented in visual media or through reviews) should be
national in scope. (Reputation of the journals, sources of reviews, and extent of the performance record will be an
important consideration.)
c. Significant work/research conducted, but not yet published, can also be provided at this stage of professional
development. (The significance of the creative research/work should be attested to by reputable and established
individuals in the field. It is important in these cases to attain a number of objective evaluations that testify to the
quality and the value of the research, product, or performance.)
d. Invitations (particularly if unsolicited) to give readings, presentations, exhibitions, demonstrations, or workshops at
major conferences, institutes, or universities should also be included.
e. Grants, awards, and particularly the quality of the works resulting from them are important for promotion to
associate professor.
III. Public, University, and Professional Service - The person ought to be able to demonstrate excellence on a continuous basis
in the area of service during the period of tenure as assistant professor. This is demonstrated by providing the following
evidence:
a. Increased administrative responsibilities and major leadership roles. (The important point is that the assistant
professor has consistently played an active and constructive role in departmental meetings and committees and in
college-wide service, including recruiting and in student service activities.
b. Substantive letters of recommendation which cite and describe the success of specific contributions in providing
initiative and direction in committee efforts.
c. Active role in the resolution of issues in professional and/or community organizations.
Those assistant professors already holding continuing appointments should be considered periodically for promotion, at least by
their chairs and deans. Although not all of these assistant professors on continuing appointment can be expected to be promoted,
chairs and deans should consider each case and discuss with the candidate whatever criteria are still being insufficiently met, to the
end of facilitating the promotion to associate professor of those "tenured assistants" that are meeting our expectations for
promotion and continuing status.
Promotion to Rank of Professor
The promotion to professor should signal maturity and demonstrated excellence as scholar, teacher, and contributing member of
the college. Promotion to professor demands substantial and sustained growth and evidence of contributions beyond the level upon
which promotion to associate professor was based. There are no hard and fast rules for time in rank or promotion to the next higher
rank, and faculty may apply for promotion at any time.
I. Teaching - The person must demonstrate continued excellence in the classroom in the rank of associate professor. This is to
be done in the following ways:
a. By demonstrating that the courses taught are in a continuous state of development and provide students with
extensive resources.
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By undertaking successfully new course assignments and by designing, developing, and successfully teaching new
courses not previously part of curricular offerings.
c. By providing whole-class evaluations in a variety of courses since promotion to the rank of associate professor.
d. Confirmation of teaching excellence by departmental colleagues who are directly familiar with the person's work.
e. Evidence of a major contribution to the department or college-wide instructional program.
f. External assessment/reviews of student accomplishments/creative works which have a direct link to the faculty
member.
g. By applying effective academic advising principles during timely meetings with students and by sharing current
SUNY, departmental, and college policies related to satisfactory academic progress toward graduation.
II. Scholarship, Research, and Creative Activity - Accomplishment in this area should be significantly greater than was expected
to achieve the rank of associate professor. There should be evidence of new and more sophisticated levels of
achievement. Successful research has led by now to publication or creative work which has been subject to further
review. Furthermore, the significance of the person's accomplishment is attested to by peers and reputable figures in
the field away from campus.
a. Recognition of the quality of the work (publications, works of art, or performance record) should be made evident
and available in the form of reviews, comments, and citations in the works of others; direct letters of assessment
by recognized authorities off campus solicited by the department and by the candidate; and such evidence as
invitations from leaders in the field to contribute to publications, conferences, and exhibitions, to serve on
editorial boards, to review books, etc. (Reputation of the place--journal, gallery, theatre-- in which the articles,
research projects, poems, short stories, works, etc., have appeared will be an important consideration, as will the
publishers or sponsors.)
b. Honors or awards serve to recognize the person's contributions for long-term work in the field and/or new
interpretations and applications of research.
III. Public, University, and Professional Service - Accomplishment in this area should be significantly greater than was expected
to achieve the rank of associate professor. Not only has the person consistently played a constructive role in
departmental meetings, committee, and in college-wide faculty governance since the last promotion, he or she is now
accepting leadership roles in the department, the college, and the profession. This is demonstrated by providing the
following evidence:
a. Increased complexity in administrative duties. (For example, the person has chaired a variety of committees, both
inside and outside the department.)
b. The excellence of his or her contributions to the committees is testified to by colleagues and can be illustrated in
tangible ways.
c. The work/product of the committees is exemplary and significant to the college or organization.
As a general guideline, from associate to professor could come as quickly as four or five years after promotion for the most
exceptional faculty, i.e., those who are clearly outstanding on all promotional criteria. Most associate professors should aspire to
and seek promotion to full professorial status from six to ten years after their promotion to associate status. Those associate
professors whose further growth is undistinguished or poorly balanced (i.e., very strong on some promotional criteria but
undistinguished on others) may expect to serve longer as associate professor before promotion to professor. Some associate
professors can be expected never to become professors.
BUFFALO STATE COLLEGE DIRECTORY OF POLICY STATEMENTS
Policy Number: VI:04:04
Date: January 1996
Subject: Guidelines for Documentation of Teaching and Advising Effectiveness
I. INTRODUCTION
Importance of teaching effectiveness. Teaching effectiveness is one of the three major areas evaluated in personnel actions as
outlined in the Directory of Policy Statements. For an institution where teaching is a high priority in both our mission and strategic
plan, evaluation and documentation of teaching effectiveness is one of the most important components of personnel decisions. The
purpose of this document is to outline for candidates what documentation they need to provide and for departments what
responsibility they have for presenting candidate information.
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Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS) criteria (Policy No. VI:04:01). The Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS) tells us that teaching
effectiveness should be documented in the following ways:
A. By demonstrating courses taught are in a continuous state of development and reflect extensive current resource.
B. By undertaking successfully new course assignments; by designing, the department’s offerings; and by participating
successfully in the college-wide instruction programs.
C. By providing whole-class students evaluations of teaching effectiveness in a variety of courses over a reasonable period
of time.
D. By confirmation of teaching excellence by departmental colleagues who are directly familiar with the person’s work.
E. By demonstrating consistent and successful involvement with independent studies, research projects, final major student
works, and/ or theses.
F. By application of effective academic advising principles during timely meetings with students and sharing current SUNY,
departmental, and college policies related to satisfactory academic progress toward graduation.
Documentation by Candidates:
What follows is a list of types of documentation of teaching effectiveness. Candidates should attempt to assure the completeness of
their files so that the department can meet its responsibility to provide student, peer, and chairperson input, and to consider other
evidence of effective teaching.
Department Responsibility:
 To inform candidates for personnel actions of the criteria on which they will be evaluated and the documentation they are
to submit;
 To evaluate the material submitted and indicate how it addresses the criteria;
 To make an evaluative judgment of the documentation presented;
 To consider discipline uniqueness as appropriate in the evaluation of teaching effectiveness.
II. GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT, PEER, AND CHAIR INPUT
Chairperson and committee recommendations must evaluate evidence of effective teaching that is presented in the file materials.
To facilitate this review, the departmental committee should prepare a summary report based on the following:
(1) Student evaluation of teaching and advisement:
Student comments should include all those collected by the department. Alumni comments are appropriate for promotion to
associate and full professor and for continuing appointment.
 Evaluations are expected from the entire class for each section that is taught.
 The department committee and chairperson must do a critical analysis of data to identify the candidate’s strength and
limitations.
 Assessment data from advisement caseload
(2) Peer and chair evaluation of teaching (file must provide explanation of how peer evaluation was included):
 peer visitation of classes and written feedback
 attendance at performances as discipline dictates
 evaluation of student work as discipline dictates
 peer evaluation of items listed under item (3)
 application of consistent department procedures for peer review
(3) Additional evidence of effective teaching and advisement:
The additional evidence that should be provided by candidates and examined by departmental committees and the chairperson
includes the following kinds of documentation of effective teaching and advisement:
 a reflective statement of the professor’s contribution to the teaching mission of the department of the college
 course syllabi which detail course content, objectives, teaching methods, readings, student assignments, etc.
 evidence of curricular revision and updating
 evidence of attendance or presentation at faculty development workshops that enhance teaching content, methodologies,
newer technologies, or advising practices
 recognition of teaching and advising excellence from students, advisees, or professional organizations
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awards received by one’s students or recognition of students on a national or regional level
student participation in professional meetings, exhibitions, performances, or other professional activities outside the
classroom setting
success of alumni/alumni surveys
creation of learning materials and aids
added efforts to support student learning or advising
other

III. STUDENT OPINION FORMS
Designs. Student opinion forms vary widely. Departments present stronger cases when they use forms that provide comparative
data on how this individual compares with other faculty and how this course compares with other courses. Ideally, student opinion
forms also allow room for student comments.
Process. Forms must be completed in the absence of the instructor, and they must be collected by someone other than the
instructor. Departments have responsibility for determining whether collected forms are to be returned to a secretary or other
individual in order to be tallied.
IV. ACADEMIC ADVISING AT SUNY BUFFALO STATE
a. Definition: Academic Advisement at SUNY Buffalo State is a relationship between students and advisers that prepares
students to successfully navigate college processes; understand the parts and purpose of degree requirements; follow a
meaningful, experience-rich path from matriculation to choosing majors to timely graduation; evaluate post-graduate
career options; and become positive, contributing members of the Buffalo State alumni community.
b. Mission Statement: Academic advisement serves as inspiration, motivation, and support for all students in their academic
and professional goals as they develop as members of the Buffalo State community and transition to being active alumni
leaders of a diverse society.
c. Values Statement: The values associated with advising at SUNY Buffalo State resonate with the values of the college.
Academic Advising exemplifies the profitable learning that can occur outside of the classroom and the fulfillment that is
found in intellectual discovery.
i. Access: We are committed to offering accurate, purposeful advising to help all students develop meaningful
academic and career plans that address their goals in a timely manner.
ii. Diversity: We respect the individuality of our students. Advising services are available in a variety of ways that
meet the diverse needs of our campus populations and help individuals realize their full potential.
iii. Service to Society: We foster habits required for critical thinking and social awareness so that students make
informed choices consistent with their academic, career and life goals.
iv. Integrity: We seek to build meaningful academic relationships between advisers and students in a process that
demonstrates a commitment to professional ethics and moral integrity, and that thereby affords students the
opportunity for self-reflection and authentic inquiry.
d. Academic Advising Commitments: Academic Advising at Buffalo State reflects the college’s strategic position as a
transformational learning environment focused on student success. Academic advisers and students at SUNY Buffalo State
share responsibility for quality academic advisement. Students must commit to taking responsibility for actively, regularly,
and honestly engaging with their academic advisers to develop their personal and professional plans. SUNY Buffalo State
will:
i. Provide students with advisers who care for students’ experiences, respect their life choices and plans, and
serve as advocates when problems need resolution.
ii. Mentor students as they explore and clarify their values, educational path, career plans, and life goals.
iii. Offer timely information and accurate guidance about degree requirements, extra-curricular educational
activities and research opportunities, policies and procedures to assist students in navigating and
maximizing their college experience.
iv. Guide students to maximize academic success, complete graduation requirements in a timely manner,
and transition smoothly to future academic or professional work.
v. Conduct ongoing assessment of college-wide academic advising to maximize effectiveness.

Appendix C
SUNY Applied Learning Campus Plan
Campus Applied Learning Plan Part V
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Campus Name: Buffalo State College
Date: 2/1/2017
Stephanie Zuckerman-Aviles, Director Career Development Center

Narrative Amy McMillan, Chair, College Senate, Associate Professor Biology
Compiled by: Ann Emo, Chair and Associate Professor, Theater
Language in the 2015-16 Enacted State Budget (in an “Article VII” bill) directed the SUNY
Board of Trustees and SUNY to develop a plan to make approved applied learning activities
available to SUNY students enrolled in the 2016/17 academic year. This plan will include
individual campus plans. Based on this language the Applied Learning Steering Committee
has broken campus plans into VII parts.
The relevant part of the language is as follows:

Summary

“Such plan shall define approved experiential or applied learning activities, methods of faculty
oversight and assessment, responsibilities of the business, corporate, non-profit or other
entities hosting students, and include a requirement for collecting and reporting data
associated with such experiential or applied learning activities.
Such plan shall have each college examine the feasibility of including such experiential or
applied learning activities as a degree requirement.
Such college shall examine its ability to administer and provide such opportunities to students;
the local community’s capacity to support such experiential or applied learning activities; the
impact such a requirement would have on the local workforce, if any; potential for such a
requirement to enhance learning outcomes for students; and whether adding such a
requirement would cause potential delays in graduation for students.”
This assignment represents Part V of VII of campus applied learning plans and asks questions
to describe campus capacity to support applied learning. Similar to Parts I-IV, Part V should
be submitted as a descriptive narrative regarding your current campus-level processes and
policies relating to approved applied learning activities, your future plans, and campus ability
to include approved applied learning activities as a local graduation requirement.
All parts of the Campus Applied Learning Plans must follow local campus governance
processes and be approved by campus governance leaders.
Please refer all questions to AppliedLearning@suny.edu.
Do you currently measure any impacts of campus-approved applied learning on the local
community and workforce? If so, what impacts do you measure and what methods do you
employ?
At this time, Buffalo State College does not have a standardized method of measuring the
impact of Campus-Approved Applied Learning on the local community or workforce. In
response to a survey of all department chairs, most indicated no measures of impact are taken,
other than to measure the impact on the students after completing their applied learning
experiences. And not all departments work with the community and local workforce.

Question 1 The Volunteer and Service-Learning Center (VSLC) measures the impacts of service-learning
partnerships on community organizations and their clients. This happens in two primary ways.
In December and May the VSLC sends electronic and/or paper surveys to community partners
who worked with service-learning classes the previous semester. The survey measures
satisfaction with the partnership, how the collaboration influenced the organization, successes
and challenges of the particular collaborating projects, suggestions for improvements to the
particular project or program as a whole, and the likelihood that the partner will work with
Buffalo State service-learning courses in the future. The data is collected and analyzed to
understand impacts and areas for improvement. Data specific to the partnership is also shared
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for review and consideration with faculty members who partnered with the responding
community partner.
The second way the VSLC measure impacts is by holding community partner meetings four
times per year. In these meetings, the partners are given the opportunity to provide feedback
on course collaborations and program experiences. These conversations are helpful for VSLC
staff and Buffalo State faculty members to consider for program improvements, and for
community partners to receive feedback about their programs. The meetings are also critical
for new community partners; they hear from individuals experienced in working with servicelearning courses, which helps them create successful partnerships.
In addition to the VSLC model, the School of Education has also created some models to
measure the impact of applied learning experiences on both the school districts and the K-12
students. For example, in most of the Exceptional Education courses that include Applied
Learning, candidates work directly with children in schools and local community agencies
serving individuals with disabilities to provide assessment and/or intervention services.
Typically, as a part of that work, teacher candidates need to measure the impact of their
intervention services on K-12 student outcomes and monitor progress. In addition,
Exceptional Education master's candidates complete applied research in the schools working
directly with children who need intervention services. As a part of the project they collect
data, implement intervention services, and monitor the students' performance. They use the
data to help make instructional decisions while adding to the current body of educational
research.
Based on your work on the Applied Learning Initiative to date, please describe the
opportunities and challenges the campus would face in including approved applied
learning activities as a local graduation requirement. Please describe implications for
general student learning outcomes, advising, staff and fiscal implications, and other
relevant information.

Question 2

Buffalo State College students, faculty, staff and administration have a truly remarkable
commitment to Approved Applied Learning. This commitment was expressed during a
comprehensive study on the feasibility of requiring AAL as a graduation requirement. There
was overwhelming interest in applied learning from students and faculty who are either
interested in beginning, currently engaged in, or have a desire to grow and advance existing
programs. The majority of responses from surveys and group discussions indicate a belief in
the concept of applied learning and the many benefits for students and the community. There
was a very definite desire to provide these experiences to students. For the most part,
opportunities far outweighed the challenges, and the campus community was extremely
positive about applied learning experiences in general. However, the lack of faculty resources,
especially given the current budget picture, was the greatest challenge for most of the campus.
Despite the resource challenge, we believe that AAL can be a primary factor in achieving
several of the goals laid out in our newly codified campus Strategic Plan, which focuses on
our status as SUNY’s Urban Engaged Campus.
The SUNY Approved Applied Learning initiative is coming at a time when various factors on
the campus are influencing how we move forward. There are clear statements in the new
Strategic Plan supporting the AAL initiative, and we are currently re-envisioning our General
Education program as well as investigating the further integration of High Impact Practices
(HIPs) to ensure that every student engages in multiple experiences during his or her academic
career. Additionally, the college is in the process of approving Institutional Learning
Outcomes, which may impact how AAL and High Impact Practices are integrated into the
Buffalo State experience.
We found that, overall, the opportunities that might result if Buffalo State included AAL
activities as a graduation requirement would impact three areas; the college, students, and the
community. As a college, Buffalo State would benefit by strengthening our already diverse
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community engagement, solidifying our brand and mission as the SUNY Urban Engaged
campus with a diversity of majors, increasing recruitment and retention possibilities, and
strengthening our curriculum.
Our student body, much of which can be considered “non-traditional,” would benefit in a wide
variety of ways. Students would experience a stronger sense of community on- and offcampus, see first-hand the connection between classroom learning and “the real world”,
develop 21st century skills, explore career opportunities, and gain exposure to areas of interest
outside of their major. When we discussed this with our students, they identified that AAL
would help them discover their own likes and dislikes and strengths and weaknesses,
preparing them to be better learners and citizens, and perhaps clarifying their career choice.
Furthermore, applied learning has been shown to deepen the understanding and applications
of course content. Other obvious benefits are connections with potential employers, increased
mentorship relationships both peer to peer and with faculty, and important resume and
portfolio building.
Buffalo State is set in an urban environment so our relationship with the surrounding
communities as well as the region is very important to our mission. AAL activities can offer
opportunities in these areas as well through better understanding of community needs,
enhancement of the local economy, events that nurture cross cultural relationships, and
understanding and improved communication regarding issues that concern both higher
education and the surrounding areas.
Likewise the challenges can be summarized in terms of resources, existing requirement
restraints, consistency and quality. Buffalo State sees and embraces the value of AAL but
lacks the personnel to support broadening programs. This includes sufficient advisement time
and contact with students, faculty trained in applied learning methods, financial support for
programs, as well as developed and sustainable community partnerships. One of the areas
most mentioned as a resource challenge is with internships. With close to 1000 internships
currently per year, faculty coordinators are being stretched to identify, supervise and monitor
these placements. Many academic departments, especially the ones with large numbers of
majors, cannot require internships because there are not enough faculty to implement and
coordinate these experiences. Faculty also raised the concern about community capacity to be
able to handle more of our students, in addition to the internships being offered by the other
colleges in this region.
Faculty see opportunities within some majors for applied learning, but not without additional
faculty and time for extensive professional development. If Applied Learning becomes a
requirement in the major, students who change majors will need consideration so that it
doesn’t become an impediment to graduation. This is also true for transfer students who may
or may not come with these experiences but who are on a shorter timeline. A further
consideration is that our students often have part- or full-time jobs, making the time required
for a meaningful applied learning experience a potential hindrance. We also must consider our
large number of commuter students, students with family obligations, or students who may
not have the transportation to reach off campus locations.
While we have not formally measured the impact of AAL on the community, it is clear
through conversation with those engaged in activities that our connections would need to
grow significantly to support the increased needs of the campus if applied learning were a
requirement. We need intentional and directed training for meaningful and mutually beneficial
partnerships and resources for sustaining them. The departments and programs who excel in
applied learning may help guide the measurement of impacts for both on- and off-campus
experiences. This area will need development on our campus.
Our decentralized departmental structure makes any sweeping change a challenge. For
example, in departments where an AAL experience is already required in their curriculum,
academic advisement is not considered a challenge. However, for departments where it is not
a requirement, there was a concern that it would become another check box on the already
long list of requirements, and one more thing for faculty advisors to discuss with students.
Academic advisement is one of the major venues for informing students about AAL
experiences.
There is a deep concern that there is lack of consistency and the potential for the quality of
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applied learning programs to drop if this became a graduation requirement. One of the
concerns with our current General Education program is that students and some faculty see it
as a series of requirements to be fulfilled rather than an integration of learning and life skills.
As Buffalo State revises this program it is yet unclear how applied learning can or will fit into
the new vision.
The list of opportunities and challenges was extensive for the college, community, students
and faculty. However, the campus is ready to move this initiative forward even though it
might be a slow trajectory. The impact on student learning remains a positive outcome that
generates collaboration around the initiative. The resource issue will possibly remain the
greatest hurdle, but we believe we can advance AAL on the campus.

NOTE: Forward all materials to AppliedLearning@suny.edu no later than May 1, 2017

SUNY Applied Learning Campus Plan
Campus Applied Learning Plan Part VI
Collaboration Plan
Due May 1, 2017

Campus Name: Buffalo State College
Date: 2/1/2017
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Narrative Stephanie Zuckerman-Aviles, Director Career Development Center
Amy McMillan, Chair, College Senate, Associate Professor Biology
Compiled by: Ann Emo, Chair and Associate Professor, Theater
Language in the 2015-16 Enacted State Budget (in an “Article VII” bill) directed the SUNY
Board of Trustees and SUNY to develop a plan to make approved applied learning activities
available to SUNY students enrolled in the 2016/17 academic year. This plan will include
individual campus plans. Based on this language the Applied Learning Steering Committee
has broken campus plans into VII parts.
This assignment represents Part VI of VII of campus applied learning plans and focuses on
collaborations in applied learning. This plan should be submitted as narrative with questions
answered in the spaces provided.

Summary

Please refer to language about facilitators included in the Criteria for Approved Applied
Learning Activities.
All parts of the Campus Applied Learning Plans must follow local campus governance
processes and be approved by campus governance leaders.

Please refer all questions to AppliedLearning@suny.edu.

Please provide an overview of the various types of on- and off- campus
collaborators/facilitators who engage in Applied Learning. These may include any
business/corporate, non-profit, state/municipal and other hosts/facilitators. Be sure to
note the general roles and responsibilities for each type of partner identified.

Question 1

The urban location of Buffalo State College in New York State’s second largest city allows
for a diverse array of off campus partnerships collaborating with businesses and corporations,
non-profit community agencies, health care facilities, cultural organizations, government
agencies, and school districts. In general we identify Approved Applied Learning partners
based on their needs and the desired learning outcomes for the students. We partner most
frequently with non-profit organizations, followed closely by businesses and government
agencies. These non-profit organizations serve a variety of community needs including
education, health, hunger and homelessness, environmental stewardship, senior citizens,
refugee supports, and others. It is important to mention that Buffalo is a federally-designated
"Preferred Community" for refugees and for decades has been a destination for immigrants
and refugees seeking to build new lives. The intense need for the support and resettling of
thousands of refugees has provided a large number of opportunities for the college to develop
reciprocal partnerships for AAL.
In addition to off campus organizations, many AAL sites and experiences occur in on campus
locations. As the largest 4 year SUNY College, opportunities are provided by the many
offices, departments, and special programs housed on campus. Additionally, with a strong
undergraduate research program, individual faculty supervise students in their experiences.
These research experiences are facilitated at both on- and off-campus sites.
One of the areas of growth in collaborative partnerships is with international agencies, schools
and communities. Short-term study away and semester long study abroad experiences are
growing exponentially at the college based on student learning and global needs. More and
more faculty are engaging students in international AAL experiences at various sites around
the world ranging from schools and communities in Haiti and Rwanda to water research
projects in Thailand.
With our de-centralized applied learning structure the roles and responsibilities of each AAL
site range from clearly defined and monitored to unstructured and loosely defined. Ideally, it
is our hope that all organizations/partners will provide real-world experiences, ensure the
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quality of learning experiences, and provide timely feedback to students and faculty mentors.
Successful collaborative AAL partnerships are the responsibility of both the faculty
supervisor/departmental contact and the community/organization partner. In order to set up a
successful experience for the students no matter what type of organization, the
organization/partner and faculty must collaborate on the following areas of responsibilities.
1. Site Identification and Placement – Once the partner provides the college with a need
that we agree to help meet through AAL, all parties collaborate to develop the project
that will address the need and the learning for our students. For each organization
type, partners and faculty must determine and ensure that a site is structured for the
student with sufficient learning opportunities, on-site mentoring, and supervision.
The faculty/department member must ensure that the student is the primary
beneficiary of the learning experience and that the students have the required
background to match the needs of the organization. Once the site location and
learning experience is determined appropriate, the faculty/department member will
either select the students, or the organization/partner will have the poportunity to
select students through an interviewing process. There are departments, however,
where sites are identified by the student, not by the faculty. In this case, the faculty
should take the responsibility to ensure it is a good site for the student to complete
their experience and has the capacity to provide meaningful opportunities for student
learning and engagement.

Question 2

2.

Supervision and Assessment – Mentorship and coaching are the responsibility of
both the faculty member and the site supervisor regardless of the type of organization
providing the experience. Assessment of the experience is primarily the
responsibility of the faculty member, however, in many instances the
organization/partner must complete an evaluation of the students work. This may
include, tracking the number of hours completed by the students, and providing
timely performance feedback throughout the experience. There are college support
offices (e.g. Volunteer and Service-Learning Center, Undergraduate Research Office)
who provide the structure for assessment and evaluation of their particular Applied
Learning activities.

3.

Environmental – The workplace must be safe and appropriate. It is a joint
responsibility for the college and the partner to ensure that the environment is safe
and, for some departments, meets the criteria set by their accreditation standard as an
approved site. In addition, where appropriate, it is the responsibility of the
faculty/department to complete Affiliation Agreements for insurance purposes, or
purchase insurance for students, as is the case for international AAL.

4.

Orientation and Training - This aspect of AAL is dependent on the type of applied
learning experience. Orientation and training can be either on- or off-site but is
valued as an important step leading up to the AAL experience. For example, for
research, orientation and training happens as part of the experience and is the
responsibility of the faculty member. For Service-Learning, the VSLC does the
majority of this function for the students, very often in partnership with the
community partner. For internships the responsibility might be shared by the
internship coordinator, faculty member, department, career center, and/or the facility
off-campus.

Describe any existing methods used to support intentional and reciprocal relationships on and
off campus. Please identify the offices, departments or other structures on campus currently
supporting these relationships.
Buffalo State provides varying degrees of support to our partners ranging from reciprocal
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collaborations to almost no interaction, which relies on the goodwill of partners to provide
opportunities for students to engage in real–world experiences. Most relationships are
supported and managed by individual faculty members, internship coordinators, field
coordinators, student teaching supervisors, and department chairs. Some Approved Applied
Learning experiences are supported by excellent offices and departments that provide formal
structures to nurture these partnerships.
A good example of an on-campus office that provides numerous supports with the aim of
building reciprocal and sustainable partnerships is the Volunteer and Service-Learning Center
(VSLC). These include: 1) community partner meetings four times per year to provide
opportunities for faculty and staff to hear directly from community partners about community
need and organizational priorities; 2) VSLC staff conduct site visits to community
organizations to discuss potential partnerships, appropriate projects, and provide a servicelearning orientation to community organization staff; 3) VSLC staff organize and facilitate
individual meetings with faculty and potential community partners to discuss particular
service-learning course learning objectives and specific community projects; 4) the VSLC
communicates with service-learning partners throughout the semester to ensure project
success; 5) the VSLC surveys community partners at the end of each semester to determine
service-learning impacts and areas for improvement with the goal of improving
collaborations; and 5) the VSLC recognizes outstanding partnerships, and organizations
through an annual Celebration of Service.
For our education programs, the Teacher Education Council (TEC) supports relationships with
partner schools. Additionally, the Professional Development Schools Consortium (PDS)
coordinates, nurtures and sustains partnerships with K-12 schools. The PDS model provides
schools with a small stipend and encourages schools to engage in action research by offering
mini-grants. The PDS Consortium holds an Annual Retreat that brings together PDS partners
including school teachers and administrators, campus faculty and staff, and teacher candidates
for discussions and professional development.
The Office of Undergraduate Research provides a formalized structure for promoting and
providing a variety of research, scholarly, and creative opportunities in all academic
disciplines. It supports research engagement for both faculty and students though a summer
research fellowship program, small grants program to support academic year research, travel
support for students presenting/performing at professional meetings and conferences, and
faculty development opportunities related to undergraduate research.
The Career Development Center (CDC) also provides support by assisting on and off campus
partners to identify students primarily for internships. In addition, the CDC provides a
centralized resource for on and off campus partners to engage with the college. A structure is
provided to identify new partners, clarify partner needs, identify appropriate departments to
meet those needs, and establish processes to find and select candidates. An online job and
internship posting system is available to help partners advertise their opportunities to the
campus community.
Finally, the Office of International Education provides assistance and support to students and
faculty wanting to engage in short-term or semester-long study abroad experiences. This
includes travel arrangements, financing, orientation for students, recruiting, and emergency
protocols.
Describe how your campus engages new community partners in applied learning.

Question 3

There are a variety of ways that departments and the college identify sites and involve partners
for Approved Applied Learning. Program Coordinators for internships, field placements,
student teaching placements, and clinical practicums are the primary way in which new
partner contacts and relationships are established. Campus offices, such as the CDC, may
provide contacts to Program Coordinators after initiating partnerships with on- and off-
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campus organizations. Individual faculty also engage new community partners and provide
the first point of contact for many off campus sites. In many academic departments, however,
it is the department chair who engages with any new community partners who want to
establish an ongoing working relationship. Department chairs serve as the primary or often
times first point of contact for establishing AAL projects. Because there is no campus -clearinghouse for information about AAL partnerships, duplicative efforts or lack of
communication can become impediments.
Campus offices such as the VSLC, CDC, Office of Undergraduate Research, International
Education, and the PDS also make the contact to establish new on- and off-campus
partnerships and/or engage new faculty mentors and supervisors. For example, the VSLC
regularly engages new community partners in a number of ways: 1) a portion of the
community partner meetings are reserved specifically for new partners to discuss the “nuts
and bolts” of service-learning collaboration; 2) the VSLC has created a community partner
handbook to assist partners with strategies for being successful when working with servicelearning classes ; and 3) new partners are added to the “VSLC Connection”, a regular email
communication with strategies for success and opportunities for partnership. Additionally the
CDC engages new corporate partners who are initially seeking to hire Buffalo State students
and graduates, but are soon engaged in establishing themselves as an AAL site.
Students also engage community partners with the campus. They, and often times their
parents, make contact with sites they are interested in, are employed by, or are actively
engaged with in their community. These connections are effective in helping to engage new
community partners since the relationship has already been established.
Based on your answer to questions 1-3, please describe your campus plan for supporting current
and future intentional and reciprocal partnerships.

In September 2016, our President convened a work group and charged them with developing a
Civic Action Plan for Buffalo State in order to align with our campus mission and strategic
plan. The purpose of the Civic Action Plan is to forward Buffalo State’s role as an urban
engaged campus and expand our existing diverse civic and community engagement efforts in
ways that advance citizenship and positive social change. Our institution has been recognized
regionally as SUNY’s urban engaged campus and nationally as a leader in civic and
community engagement through multiple awards, and through classification as a Carnegie
Community Engaged Institution.

Question 4

In the Civic Action Plan, the institution's contribution to the health and strength of the
Buffalo community was identified as our opportunity for greatest improvement. “Individual
projects and initiatives across the campus have strong reciprocity including the Professional
Development Schools and service-learning partnerships. Recent efforts, through the Anchor
Institution Dashboard Initiative, are helping the college to define the impacts of the institution
on the broader community, and to measure potential impacts on economic, social,
environmental, educational, and political elements of a community. In order to expand our
understanding of the public purposes of higher education, it is essential to see our community
collaborators as experts of knowledge and practice. We must continue to deepen and broaden
collaborations in order to harness the power of campus-community connections to improve
both campus outcomes and community priorities”. The plan includes specific
recommendations to achieve this objective.
Once the Civic Action Plan is fully adopted by the campus, it will serve as the roadmap for
deepening and expanding our institution’s civic and community engagement work.
As Buffalo State completes our investigation of Approved Applied Learning on our campus,
several opportunities and challenges have become clear. It is evident that our de-centralized
system has created coordination and structural issues. Our strengths lie in established
programs in the School of Education, Service-Learning, Undergraduate Research, and
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Internships that have created strong reciprocal partnerships with on and off campus
organizations. The Applied Learning Leadership team has discussed the implementation of a
centralized and sustainable applied learning structure. This would be done by first establishing
an Approved Applied Learning Oversight Committee that would be responsible for
establishing standards for designation, development and revision of curriculum, professional
development, community partnership engagement and growth, and assessment. Planning for
engagement, development, assessment, and growth of community partnerships and
collaborations would be a primary objective moving forward.

NOTE: Forward all materials to AppliedLearning@suny.edu no later than May 1, 2017.
SUNY Applied Learning Campus Plan
Campus Applied Learning Plan Part VII
Graduation Requirement
Due May 1, 2017

Campus Name: Buffalo State College
Date: 2/1/2017
Stephanie Zuckerman-Aviles, Director Career Development Center

Narrative Amy McMillan, Chair, College Senate, Associate Professor Biology
Compiled by: Ann Emo, Chair and Associate Professor, Theater
Language in the 2015-16 Enacted State Budget (in an “Article VII” bill) directed the
SUNY Board of Trustees and SUNY to develop a plan to make approved applied learning
activities available to SUNY students enrolled in the 2016/17 academic year. This plan will
include individual campus plans. Based on this language the Applied Learning Steering
Committee has broken campus plans into VII parts.

Summary

This assignment represents Part VII of VII of campus applied learning plans and asks each
campus to determine whether they can include approved applied learning activities as a
local graduation requirement. The feasibility of requiring approved applied learning
activities for all students includes a decision as to whether this academic methodology is
sound and appropriate to include in curriculum, as well as determination of the local
community’s ability to support the number of students enrolled. Having knowledge of the
number of students currently engaged in approved and required applied learning activities
may help campuses make an informed decision.

All parts of the Campus Applied Learning Plans must follow local campus governance
processes and be approved by campus governance leaders.
Please refer all questions to AppliedLearning@suny.edu.

Question 1

Based on the data reported to SUNY System Administration in Parts I-VI of campus plans,
will your campus include approved applied learning activities as a local graduation
requirement?
After extensive discussion with faculty, staff, students and administration, detailed analysis
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of survey data, and a thorough look at our decentralized model described in part I-VI, we
have made the decision not to include Approved Applied Learning activities as a
graduation requirement at this time.

Describe the specific reasons for this decision. Please note which governance bodies and
other campus stakeholders were consulted in the process and have approved the decision,
including student governance.
The Applied Learning Leadership team sought a broad array of input from all constituents
on campus: administration, students, faculty, and staff. The following describes the
activities we implemented to get as much feedback and input from the campus as possible.
1. Two consultations with the Provost and the Dean’s Council

Question 2

2.

Conducted discussion groups with the College Senate Executive Committee,
Associate Deans, Student Affairs and Academic Affairs Program Directors,
United Students Government, and the United Students Government Executive
Council

3.

Administered a survey to academic department chairs, with 100% return rate

4.

Administered a survey to the campus for all faculty and staff with 205 responses

5.

Provided monthly updates to the College Senate with the chair of the senate, who
also is a member of the Applied Learning Leadership team

6.

Consulted with the two programs on campus that have the strongest collaborations
with community partners and assessment of impacts of Approved Applied
Learning: School of Education (Professional Development Schools) and the
Volunteer and Service-Learning Center

The information we gathered from this process lead us to believe that there are simply not
enough full time tenure track faculty to support the initiative to keep the highest standards
for these activities and to assess their effectiveness. Currently, and for the foreseeable
future, there is no funding available to hire additional faculty to support a decision to
require our students to participate in Applied Learning. Moreover, there is insufficient
infrastructure in place needed to support and coordinate the efforts given the existing
decentralized model. Further analysis also revealed that some departments could not
support a requirement given their existing curriculum, staffing, and numbers of students
needing to fulfill the requirements.
We did not make this decision lightly and believe this is a “for now” decision, and that the
future may lead the campus in a different direction. With the college undergoing a revision
of the General Education program and on the verge of approving a set of Institutional
Learning Outcomes, AAL may become an integrated element of the new curriculum.
There are very strong views for and against making AAL a graduation requirement.
Students expressed a strong interest in and connection with applied learning activities,
however, they were divided on whether or not to require it for graduation. Student concerns
that an applied learning requirement could lengthen time-to-graduation played an important
part in our final decision. While 68% of the departments believed they could integrate AAL
as a graduation requirement within their departments, a majority of those also believed they
could not do this without further resources to support the initiative. The greatest challenges
noted by departments were insufficient number of faculty to implement the experiences,
too many other academic requirements for students to complete for graduation, unsure of
how they would track AAL completion, and a lack of faculty buy in. On the other hand,
some departments already have AAL as a requirement for completion of the major and saw
no immediate challenges (although everyone could use more staff to oversee and identify
placements). Still other faculty reported they were very excited about examining
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Question 3

Question 4

curriculum, revamping capstone courses, and growing the AAL in their departments.
Buffalo State faculty, students, staff and administration already have a very strong
commitment to AAL. There is a deep concern that it not become a check box on the
graduation requirement list. Instead, the overwhelming sentiment was that AAL become
more formalized by investing in a more organized (and centralized) structure and that the
standards are raised on how these experiences are identified, assessed, and how they
support learning outcomes. The Buffalo State campus wants the AAL experiences to be
something special; that are effective at integrating course content, something students strive
for in their educational path, highly valued, and, most importantly, speak to and address
community and student needs. Buffalo State is not equipped to implement this as a
requirement right now, but this Feasibility Study has raised the awareness of the
importance of these experiences for students, so we are hopeful that one day it will be
made a requirement. It was clear, however, from the feedback we collected, that there must
be improvement in the way these experiences are coordinated and integrated into a
student’s education.
If your campus plans to move forward with a graduation requirement, which
approved applied learning activities will be required? How will the requirement be
verified, and who will oversee the requirement? When will the requirement become
effective?
N/A
If your campus does not plan to make approved applied learning activities a
graduation requirement, what is your plan for sustaining current and future applied
learning work?
While gathering data on Approved Applied Learning and Applied Learning activities over
the past year and a half and writing the Applied Learning Plan, it has become clear to the
Applied Learning Leadership team, the Provost, and the Deans that the campus is
committed and excited about maintaining, growing, and strengthening our current
experiences. We have outstanding programs in Undergraduate Research, Service-Learning,
The School of Education’s Professional Development Schools program, and Internships.
At this time, we recognize that to sustain quality, meaningful, and impactful AAL at
Buffalo State we must have greater understanding and buy-in of the definition and set of
criteria currently in place. These have been refined and vetted via a committee of
representatives from across campus, however, getting consensus among faculty, staff,
students, administration, and community partners is our next hurdle. Early in the process,
department chairs were surveyed to gather information on current applied learning. They
returned an overwhelming number of courses that reportedly met the five criteria for AAL.
In a subsequent survey meant to track these applied learning courses, chairs are now
revising that information. Some of the courses that were believed to be AAL have been
removed from the list and others added. This indicates an increased awareness of our
definition and the criteria that need to be met for these activities to be considered AAL.
The Applied Learning Leadership Team is in the greatest position to move this initiative
forward. Our de-centralized model is both a strength, in that it allowed several programs to
develop independently, and our greatest challenge, due to a lack of consistent standards and
oversight. Current campus awareness of what truly qualifies as AAL is at a peak and we
believe the campus is ready to move forward with some centralization of procedures,
assessment, and professional development. One of the models currently being discussed to
continue this positive forward momentum is the establishment of an Applied Learning
Committee lead by the current Applied Learning Leadership Team under the direction of
the Provost. In addition, faculty representation from all four Dean’s areas, as well as
representatives from the four foundational Buffalo State programs (Undergraduate
Research, Service-Learning, etc.) would be involved to provide oversight. This newly
formed campus-wide committee would be charged with sustaining and growing our AAL
courses and programs. Most importantly, it would put some foundational initiatives in
place including clarifying definitions, assessing what needs to be standardized, determining
the best way to designate courses as AAL, and setting up a review process. We know from
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our data collection that advisement is the primary way students learn about opportunities,
so a consistent and effective advisement process must be put in place.
We will be looking at a method for reviewing and assigning designations to identified
courses that include AAL. The Volunteer and Service-Learning Center (VSLC), for
example, oversees the approval process of designating service-learning courses; this may
be a good model for some other applied learning experiences. Faculty who initiate servicelearning in their courses and want their courses designated as such must meet College
Senate criteria. The process includes an application and review by a faculty committee. For
AAL this may be done as a sub-committee in the College Senate Curriculum Committee or
a separate body under the umbrella of the AAL committee. This entire designation process
would need to be explored and procedures determined that make sense for the faculty and
the campus. Most importantly, assistance must be readily available to help departments
modify courses to meet the criteria. One additional function of a centralized committee and
model would be to consult with departments who genuinely want to move forward and
offer AAL to their majors.
A formalized assessment plan will need to be established, which may align with Buffalo
State College’s new Institutional Learning Outcomes as well as the individual course
Student Learning Outcomes. While analyzing the impact AAL has on the community may
be more difficult to implement on a large scale, the committee will make recommendations
for strengthening community partnerships and assessing their needs. Again, the VSLC has
been routinely measuring impacts on the community, and may serve as a model for
formalizing this area.
The campus has embraced Applied Learning as evidenced by the newly developed
Strategic Plan, which focuses on our status as SUNY’s Urban Engaged Campus by
‘sustaining and increasing approved applied learning ensures that every student engages in
multiple high-impact practices during his or her academic career’ (Goal 1.3) and ‘offers an
applied learning experience for every Buffalo State student’ (Goal 1.3.2). Furthermore,
Buffalo State is in the midst of a General Education revision and applied learning is an
integral part of this research and development (Goal 1.1.1). With such a strong
commitment in the Strategic Plan, the campus is primed to put into place a sustainable,
centralized structure to support, implement, and assess applied learning, with the goal of
increasing and improving our applied learning initiatives.

